
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ELA 8 
 

 
Name: ______________________________________________ 

Directions: Follow the steps below for each article. 
 

1. Read and annotate the article (annotate for 
important information, unknown words, key quotes, 
etc.).  
 

2. Answer the multiple-choice “Quiz” questions at the 
end of each article. Do your best!  

 
3. Complete the writing prompt at the end of each 

article to the best of your ability. 



This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Rosa Parks exhibition presents civil rights
hero in her own words

Image 1. In this February 22, 1956, photo, Rosa Parks is fingerprinted by police Lieutenant D.H. Lackey in Montgomery, Alabama, two
months after refusing to give up her seat on a bus for a white passenger on December 1, 1955. She was arrested with several others who
violated segregation laws. Photo by: AP Photo

"I had been pushed around all my life and felt at this moment that I couldn't take it anymore.

When I asked the policeman why we had to be pushed around? He said he didn't know. 'The law is

the law. You are under arrest.' I didn't resist."

Rosa Parks likely wrote this note soon after her arrest in Montgomery, Alabama, on December 1,

1955. She was arrested for refusing to surrender her seat on a crowded bus to a white passenger.

Local laws at the time required black passengers to give their seats to white passengers when the

bus was full. 

The note is one of 90 items that went on display on December 5. The exhibition is the first show of

Parks' personal collection at the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C. 

Milestone In Civil Rights Movement

By The Guardian, adapted by Newsela staff on 01.02.20
Word Count 913
Level 1040L
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Parks' decision to disobey the law was a milestone in the civil rights movement.

The event triggered a 381-day boycott of the Montgomery bus system during which protesters

refused to use the city buses. It also eventually led to a 1956 Supreme Court decision banning

segregation on public transportation.

Jane Gunter, now 80, a white woman, was on the bus that day. She traveled from Atlanta, Georgia,

to see the exhibition in Washington. "I sat down on the long seat behind the driver and was lost in

my thoughts," she recalled. "I was alone and all of a sudden the commotion started when this big

man got up in front of me and was looking down the aisle and shouted out, 'You gotta let me have

that seat!'

"I said, 'She can have my seat!' And when I did that, a tall, fair-skinned man pushed his knees into

mine and said, 'Don't you dare.' At that time women did what men said, period, no discussions. I

sat down and when the driver got off to call the police — we didn't have cellphones back then — he

had to use a payphone and he demanded that all of the riders get off the bus."

Parks was arrested, but it was the start of a lifelong

friendship with Gunter, who has run a program for 38

years that takes care of people who are poor. "She was

a great woman, strong but tender. She reminded me

of what a grandmother would look like. She had

wisdom but yet she was a lot of fun," Gunter said of

Parks.

First Woman To Lie In Honor At Capitol Rotunda

Parks died at age 92 at her home in Detroit, Michigan,

in October 2005 and became the first woman to lie in

honor in the U.S. Capitol Rotunda in Washington. "She would have been happy" about the election

of Barack Obama, the first black president, Gunter said, but "I have no idea" what she would have

made of Donald Trump.

Parks has been generally framed as a quiet seamstress defined by the bus incident. However, the

show, titled Rosa Parks: In Her Own Words, which has been in the works since 2014, makes clear

that her arrest was merely one part of the life of a dedicated political activist.

Exhibits include the Parks family Bible and her account of "keeping vigil" with her grandfather to

protect their home from the Ku Klux Klan. One manuscript details a childhood encounter with a

white boy who threatened to hit Parks. There is also documentation of the Montgomery bus

boycott, letters to Congressman John Conyers from when Parks worked on his congressional staff

from 1965 to 1988 and the Presidential Medal of Freedom. The medal was awarded to Parks at the

White House in 1996.

Apartheid And Injustices Around The World

Together, the items tell the story of a woman who fought for racial equality and the rights of

women, workers and prisoners. Parks affirmed the Black Power movement, which evoked her

grandfather's arguments for black separatism. She also spoke out against apartheid, or

segregation, in South Africa and other injustices around the world.
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In one letter, Parks writes, "I would rather be lynched than live to be mistreated and not be

allowed to say 'I don't like it.'"

Adrienne Cannon, the curator of the exhibition, said, "We want to present her as a seasoned,

lifelong activist and we also want to show that's not all of who she was. She was a woman. She was

a wife. She was a mother. She was a daughter. She was an aunt. She was a young girl who attracted

the boys and she went to dances and parties."

Cannon, a black American history and culture specialist for the library's manuscript division,

added, "The power of this collection is that it reveals the truth of a public figure that we thought we

knew, that we discover we didn't really know. That's the power of any real manuscript collection:

that surprise."

Parks saved money by recycling household goods. She wrote one note on the back of a pharmacy

bag. The exhibition includes some handpicked quotations. One says, "I want to be remembered as

a person who stood up to injustice … and most of all, I want to be remembered as a person who

wanted to be free and wanted others to be free."
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Quiz

1 According to the article, why did Rosa Parks become part of the Civil Rights movement?

(A) Parks was a strong Christian and believed her religion forced her to stand up for other people.

(B) Parks's grandfather was killed by the Ku Klux Klan when she was a child.

(C) Parks got involved after she was arrested for not giving up her seat on a bus.

(D) Parks was upset with the unequal treatment black people experienced in America.

2 Why was Rosa Parks's arrest a significant event?

(A) It led to the Montgomery bus boycott and a Supreme Court ruling that stopped segregation on buses.

(B) It made Parks famous both in the United States as well as worldwide.

(C) It helped to end segregation in both the United States and in South Africa.

(D) It was the first time a black person had been arrested for refusing to leave a seat on a bus.

3 Read the selection from the section "Milestone In Civil Rights Movement."

Parks was arrested, but it was the start of a lifelong friendship with Gunter, who has run a
program for 38 years that takes care of people who are poor. "She was a great woman, strong
but tender. She reminded me of what a grandmother would look like."

Which two words would BEST replace “strong” and “tender” in the selection above WITHOUT changing the meaning?

(A) stout; affectionate

(B) fierce; gentle

(C) durable; painful

(D) persuasive; youthful

4 Read the sentence from the section "Milestone In Civil Rights Movement."

Parks's decision to disobey the law was a milestone in the Civil Rights movement.

Why did the author use the word "milestone"?

(A) to highlight that these arrests were fairly common

(B) to argue that the historical account is inaccurate

(C) to show that the event was extremely important

(D) to explain why people supported segregation



Article: “Rosa Parks exhibition presents civil rights hero in her own words” 

Prompt: Describe what you think the author’s purpose was for writing this text and whether 
they were successful in this purpose. Support your response with specific evidence from the 
text. 

• ToSEEC (one paragraph) 
• 1-2 pieces of evidence  
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New York City just banned discrimination
based on hair

Image 1. New York City has just taken action to ensure that black people are not discriminated against due to their hairstyles. Photo by:
Delmaine Donson/Getty

New York City has banned policies and practices that penalize black people based on the texture

and style of their hair. City leaders say that such actions violate these individuals' human rights

and are against the law.

The New York City Commission on Human Rights announced February 18 that it is issuing

guidance on an existing law. The law prohibits discrimination based on race, gender or

religion. The new guidance says that the same law also applies to hair. 

It is about more than what is in style. Hairstyles are an integral part of black identity, going back

many years in history.

A Photo With A Powerful Message

"One of my favorite photographs of President Barack Obama is him in the Oval Office leaning

down to allow 5-year-old Jacob Philadelphia to touch his hair,'' said Carmelyn Malalis. She is

By USA Today, adapted by Newsela staff on 02.28.19
Word Count 919
Level 1080L
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the New York City Human Rights Commissioner and Chairwoman. Malalis called Obama's

behavior a powerful "message of affirmation."

"As we were developing the guidance, we had a lot of conversations about the harm that is done to

people when they are stigmatized and controlled in regards to who they are and how they move

through space. Today being Presidents Day buoys our hope that legislators will take notice,"

Malalis said. The day of the announcement, February 18, was Presidents Day. 

The law bans such bias in workplaces, schools and public spaces. Public spaces include spots

ranging from restaurants to nightclubs to museums.

Black Hairstyles Have Been Singled Out

The legal protections apply to any group whose

hairstyles are associated with their ethnic identity. For

those of African descent, in particular, hair texture

and styles have often been singled out and are a

historic target for abuse.

Five years ago, the U.S. Department of Defense

started a ban on Afros, braids and twists, all of which

are traditionally black hairstyles. It reversed the ban

after a backlash. In December, there was public

outrage after a 16-year-old athlete named Andrew

Johnson was forced by a referee to cut his hair before he could proceed with his wrestling match. 

A TV Anchor Says Her Braids Led To Her Termination

Brittany Noble-Jones said she faced hair discrimination when she was fired from her job as a

television anchor last year. She worked for WJTV in Jackson, Mississippi. She said that wearing

braids on air led to performance reviews at work and later her termination.

Noble-Jones, who is based in New York, called the city commission's announcement "huge."

"The fact we have been worried about this all these years is one thing, but I'm very excited we can

move forward," she said. She is glad they can "rock our hair and wear it the way God intended us

to wear it," she said.

WJTV and its parent company, Nexstar, denied that Noble-Jones was fired over her hair.

They said in a statement that their rules do not allow "harassment, discrimination or retaliation of

any type. Allegations that Ms. Jones' employment was terminated for her choice of hairstyles have

no basis in fact."

"Hair Is Connected To Civil Rights"

The New York City Commission said it is looking into seven cases in which black workers say they

were targeted based on their hair. Some workers say they were threatened with termination if they

did not stop wearing dreadlocks, also referred to as locs, which the employer arbitrarily considered

"unclean." Other workers say they had to pull back their braids although their co-workers were

allowed to wear their hair down.
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Such complaints accompany incidents around the

country in which black workers and school children

have been harassed because of their hair. The

complaints caused the New York commission to

clarify that the city's law against discrimination

applies in those cases.

"This is big," said Noliwe Rooks, professor of Africana

studies at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York.

"Hair is connected to civil rights." The civil rights

movement, which took place during the 1950s and

1960s, was the beginning of the fight for black people to gain equal rights under the law.

Rooks said hair needs to be protected by the law.

A Symbol Of Pride For Many Years

Black hair has been deeply symbolic in the U.S. since at least the 1800s, and even before that. It

has been a stand-in for a kind of black identity that refuses to assimilate. For many, natural hair

symbolizes a rejection of the racist pressures placed on black people to conform to white beauty

ideals in order to stay safe and succeed in the U.S. 

Rooks explained that in the 1800s, after the Civil War, there were large numbers of African-

Americans leaving enslavement and moving north in search of employment and desegregated

cities. "There was a lot more contact between communities on more equal footing," she said of the

interactions between white and black peoples. "The narrative is 'You just don't look civilized. You

just don't look professional,'" she said. 

Natural hair became a powerful symbol of pride during the Black Power movement of the 1960s.

The movement supported rights and political power for black people. 

"It's less about fitting in," Rooks said. "I'm proud how hair grows out of my head."
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Quiz

1 Which two of the following sentences from the article include central ideas of the article?

1. New York City has banned policies and practices that penalize black people based on the
texture and style of their hair.

2. Five years ago, the U.S. Department of Defense started a ban on Afros, braids and twists,
all of which are traditionally black hairstyles.

3. WJTV and its parent company, Nexstar, denied that Noble-Jones was fired over her hair.
4. For many, natural hair symbolizes a rejection of the racist pressures placed on black people

to conform to white beauty ideals in order to stay safe and succeed in the U.S.

(A) 1 and 3

(B) 1 and 4

(C) 2 and 3

(D) 2 and 4

2 One of the central ideas is that black people historically have been punished for their hair texture and styles.

How does the author introduce this central idea?

(A) by explaining the conflict between Brittany Noble-Jones and the television station that employed her

(B) by describing specific instances involving the Department of Defense and teen athlete Andrew Johnson

(C) by outlining reactions to a photograph of Barack Obama and a boy named Jacob Philadelphia

(D) by highlighting the historical studies done by Noliwe Rooks at Cornell University in New York

3 Why was the Commission on Human Rights' new guidance on the ban announced on Presidents Day?

(A) to honor the affirming actions of former President Barack Obama

(B) to force the Department of Defense to end a ban on black hairstyles

(C) to keep up a tradition of passing civil rights laws on that day

(D) to have a better chance at drawing the attention of legislators

4 According to the article, why did many black people change their hairstyles in the years after the Civil War?

(A) More emphasis was being placed on using natural hair to show support for rights and political power.

(B) More laws were being passed to protect people from being harassed because of their hair.

(C) Many people felt pressured to fit in with their white neighbors as they moved into new cities.

(D) Many people wanted to use the change in hairstyles to symbolize a new start after the end of slavery.



Article: “New York City just banned discrimination based on hair” 

Prompt: Write a short paragraph that explains the central idea of the article. Use at least two 
details from the article to support your response. 
 

• ToSEEC (one paragraph) 
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Teenagers get a crash course in food-justice
issues at community classes

Image 1. Dream Bernard, age 14, prepares the vermicelli bowls to feed the class and others working or playing at High Point Community
Center on January 1, 2020. The Seattle Parks and Recreation department started a monthlong cooking class for youth ages 13 to 19 to
learn about food-justice issues and basic cooking skills every Friday and Saturday night. Photo by: Amanda Snyder/The Seattle Times/TNS

The night of January 1, seven teenagers were at the mostly empty High Point Community Center

in Seattle, Washington. Their cooking instructor, Asia Faircloth, had a question for them: "You

guys want to go play with knives?" 

Split into two groups, the students worked in the kitchen, where Faircloth taught them how to

cook vermicelli bowls with tofu and chicken. They also worked with Jacob Alhadeff to practice new

chopping skills with professional chef's knives.

Both instructors peppered the quiet class with seemingly surface-level questions: What's your

favorite fast food? Who likes to eat packaged ramen? Have you seen the prices of salads at chain

restaurants? Alhadeff, who works with the city's Parks and Recreation department, explained the

larger lesson behind the questions and cooking class.

Public-Policy, Health And Civil-Rights Issue

By Seattle Times, adapted by Newsela staff on 03.05.20
Word Count 808
Level 1150L
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The four-week course, which will run through June at the High Point and South Park community

centers, is framed around cooking and food justice. Food justice is the idea that access to

nutritious food should be thought of as a public-policy, health and civil-rights issue.

At the local level, food justice can mean increased shopping options for fresh and healthy produce

in low-income neighborhoods.

"Low-income people of color are more likely to feel the adverse effects of food injustice," Alhadeff

said. "So providing cooking instruction, an introduction to food justice and putting money back in

the pockets of our community members seemed like a no-brainer."

Reaching Youth Most Affected By Food Injustice

By the end of February, 24 kids will have completed the course. The city recruits 13- to 19-year-

olds primarily through social media, with the goal of reaching youth most impacted by food

injustice. Funds from the Parks and Recreation department and Associated Recreation Council

pay for the program.

"We hope we reach a demographic of more

economically and institutionally vulnerable teens,"

Alhadeff said. "Any teenagers can join."

Alhadeff and Faircloth not only teach young people

how to cook more than just microwaveable food at

home, but they also try to connect the dots between

individual choices and larger social issues. For

example, they try to get the students to think about

how a person's decision to eat out or what they buy at

the grocery store ties into issues like obesity, climate

change and global food supplies.

A class on February 7 briefly touched on those sweeping topics, but by the end of the four weeks,

students seemed to grasp a bit more about food justice.

"I had never heard of that term before," said Dominic Tatro, a junior at Seattle Lutheran High

School who attended the January course.

Food Droughts And Civil Unrest

"We started with more personal things, then looked at the bigger, global view … like, how climate

change is related to food," he said. "It can be really bad when droughts turn places into actual

deserts (and) food droughts can cause a lot of (civil) unrest."

Tahir Adams and Najah Goodrich joined the South Park classes. They mentioned how farmers can

struggle to put food on their own kitchen tables while growing fresh produce for the rest of the

country. They shared their thoughts on the water crisis in Flint, Michigan, but also bragged about

the new skills and recipes they learned.

In class, Alhadeff stressed the one thing he wanted every student to learn was the claw grip:

keeping your fingers pointed toward the inside of your hand to chop food evenly and prevent

accidents.
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"Always, always use the claw," Tahir said.

One 13-year-old who organizes a weekly cooking club

with his friends quickly got a handle on the technique,

while Dream Bernard, 14 years old, had more

difficulty with her knife and carrot.

"The way I cut it at home is probably more dangerous,

but I think it works better," she said. "Definitely cut

myself a few times at home though."

Like many of the teenagers at February 7's class,

Dream said she often makes boxed macaroni and

cheese at home or packaged ramen. She asked Faircloth if a later session could include how to

make her favorite fast-food meal: orange chicken.

Dream and her brother are home-schooled, so their mother, Dee Bernard, said community events

like the cooking classes offer a chance for them to build social skills.

"Doesn't hurt if she learns how to cook a few new recipes too," Bernard said, "even though I'll

always be the best cook in our family."
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Quiz

1 Read the following sentences from the article.

1. "So providing cooking instruction, an introduction to food justice and putting money back in
the pockets of our community members seemed like a no-brainer."

2. "I had never heard of that term before," said Dominic Tatro, a junior at Seattle Lutheran High
School who attended the January course.

3. "It can be really bad when droughts turn places into actual deserts (and) food droughts can
cause a lot of (civil) unrest."

4. She asked Faircloth if a later session could include how to make her favorite fast-food meal:
orange chicken.

Which two sentences taken together provide the BEST evidence to support the idea that Seattle's new cooking class are
changing the way teens see the world?

(A) 1 and 2

(B) 2 and 3

(C) 3 and 4

(D) 1 and 4

2 With which statement would Jacob Aldaheff MOST LIKELY agree?

Option 1: Seattle's new cooking classes for teens teaches them how to have a positive impact on
their community.

Option 2: It's important for Seattle teenagers to rely less on fast and unhealthy food.

Which sentence from the article supports your response?

(A) Option 1; They also worked with Jacob Alhadeff to practice new chopping skills with professional chef's
knives.

(B) Option 2; "We started with more personal things, then looked at the bigger, global view … like, how
climate change is related to food," he said.

(C) Option 1; "So providing cooking instruction, an introduction to food justice and putting money back in the
pockets of our community members seemed like a no-brainer."

(D) Option 2; They shared their thoughts on the water crisis in Flint, Michigan, but also bragged about the
new skills and recipes they learned.

3 Which answer choice BEST explains why the author wrote this article?

(A) to persuade teenagers to join the new cooking classes in Seattle

(B) to describe one way that Seattle is trying to fight food injustice

(C) to explain why food injustice is the most pressing issue in the United States today

(D) to encourage more people to learn about food injustice

4 Why does the author include the opinions of Tahir and Dream?

(A) to show the variety of things students are learning in the cooking classes

(B) to demonstrate how students feel empowered to fight food injustice

(C) to show how not every student is enjoying the cooking classes

(D) to help persuade teenagers that they will enjoy cooking classes



Article: “Teenagers get a crash course in food-justice issues at community classes” 

Prompt: Choose a problem (and solutions) described in the text. Explain what the problem is 
and why it matters, using examples, facts, and details from the text. If possible, describe any 
solutions proposed in the text. 
 

• ToSEEC (one paragraph) 
• 1-2 pieces of evidence  
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This 17-year-old stands up for some of
Washington's most vulnerable kids

Image 1. Shamelen Henderson, 17, went through 24 foster and group homes in Washington, D.C., before finding one from which she didn't
want to run away. Photo by: Theresa Vargas/Washington Post

Shamelen Henderson ticked off Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year's as she recalled how at 13

years old, she spent those holidays in a group home, with nowhere else to go.

Other girls at the home for juvenile offenders had families they could visit on the weekends and

special occasions. She didn't because she was a foster child, a runaway and she was alone.

"It was staff cooking food and me watching TV, crying most of the time," she recalled of those

holidays, "That made me want to run, too."

Shamelen started running away when she was 12 years old, running away from one foster home

and then from another and then from another after that. She ran and she ran, living in 24 foster

and group homes in five years.

But now, she is done running, she is speaking out instead.

By Theresa Vargas, Washington Post on 03.20.19
Word Count 1,198
Level MAX
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She is 17 years old and has recently become a voice for some of the most vulnerable and at-risk

children in the nation's capital, those who end up in foster care and the juvenile justice system.

In February, the teenager stood before D.C. Council members and spoke on behalf of the city's

Department of Youth Rehabilitation Services (DYRS). And on March 5 she will testify on Capitol

Hill about juvenile justice reform.

"I don't want them to go through what I went through," Shamelen said of other children.

She said she ran away from so many homes for different reasons. Some weren't the right fit and

some of her guardians were "bad foster parents." Sometimes, she was the one at fault, acting

immaturely or running away just to get back to family members she missed. But that running and

missing school landed her in the criminal justice system, where she saw another side of how

children are treated.

"They call it rehabilitation, but they don't really focus on that," she said. "They should offer

therapy. They should offer trauma service. Most people that are locked up have been through a

certain amount of trauma."

Linda Harllee Harper, senior deputy director of DYRS, sat at a table with Shamelen on a recent

morning and spoke about why Shamelen's voice matters.

"It's so important for the public to realize that we have to listen to young people as the adults try to

change the system," Harper said.

She praised the teenager's ability to advocate for herself and for others.

"That's your gift," Harper told her. Then she asked her, "Why is that your passion?"

"I like to advocate for people because I know what it's like to be a person that doesn't have anyone

to advocate for me," Shamelen said.

People hear about Shamelen before they meet her, when people talk about her, they describe her

as a force. They describe a young woman who is "smart," "insightful" and wants more from life

than what she was handed.

Asante Laing, the program manager of the achievement centers for DYRS, said Shamelen is one of

the 18 young women who are required to attend a weekly "girls program" that offers youths in the

juvenile justice system support and guidance. Laing said that she has noticed many of the girls

looking toward Shamelen as a leader.

"For us, it's how do we water that plant?" Laing said. "As awesome as Shamelen is, I still don't

think she knows her power yet."

Shamelen right now is in a good place. She is working at Starbucks, maintaining a strong GPA in

high school and has been accepted to three colleges, one in Virginia and two in North Carolina.

She is also waiting to hear from the university she would most love to attend, Georgetown.

But for a long time, she wasn't in that good place. She dreams of becoming a lawyer who

represents children in the criminal justice system because she understands what it feels like to be a

child who needs such support.
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Shamelen's juvenile record is sealed, but as she sat with DYRS officials who have seen it, she said

running away and missing school landed her several times in juvenile detention. The first time,

she said, came after she skipped school for three months. When she finally showed up for class,

she was called to the office, where a police officer took her into custody.

"My first week, I cried," she said. "Every time we had group, I cried. I was 12."

One of her worst experiences, she said, came when she spent time at a juvenile detention facility in

Virginia after running away from a residential treatment center.

"They treat you like you're an adult," she said. "You only get three-minute showers, you share

underwear, if you get into a fight or something like that, they put you in this place called the

Bahamas. It sounds nice, but it's not nice. They give you your food through a slot."

She said she spent 30 days there in solitary confinement conditions, allowed recreation time for

only an hour a day.

She passed the time by composing poetry in her head and singing Marvin Sapp's "Praise Him in

Advance." The first two lines are, "I've had my share of ups and downs, times when there was no

one around."

Her situation, she said, didn't start to change until she was committed to DYRS's care and custody

at about age 15.

She said staff members connected her with mentors who seemed to care about her and who

offered her advice, such as how to channel her feelings so she wouldn't blow up in anger at people.

She also made another important connection. She was in a group home when she was told that a

Washington police officer was interested in fostering her.

"Nah," she recalled thinking, "I'm not about to be in a foster home with a police officer."

Then she met her, they went out to lunch, they talked and she visited the officer's home. She took

note that two teenagers who had lived with her had gone on to college.

On November 17, 2017, Shamelen moved in with the officer and she has not run away since.

"She treats me like I'm her child," Shamelen said, adding that "she has high expectations for me."

The officer did not want to be interviewed for this column because she wanted the attention to be

on Shamelen, not her.

Brenda Donald, director of D.C. Child and Family Services Agency, said the agency has a special

program for people who want to take in teenagers and through it, older children are allowed to

interview potential foster parents. She said the agency has found it "works well" and gives children

who have most of their decisions made for them some control.

Shamelen doesn't talk publicly about her biological parents or how she came to be in foster care.

She prefers to focus on what she learned about the system while she was in it and what she plans

to do next.

In June, she will graduate from high school and then head to college. She may not know yet which

one, but she does know this: where she will be spending her next Thanksgiving and Christmas.
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She and the officer have already talked about that.
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Quiz

1 Which two sentences from the article include central ideas of the article?

1. Other girls at the home for juvenile offenders had families they could visit on the weekends
and special occasions.

2. But that running and missing school landed her in the criminal justice system, where she
saw another side of how children are treated.

3. "I like to advocate for people because I know what it's like to be a person that doesn't have
anyone to advocate for me," Shamelen said.

4. The officer did not want to be interviewed for this column because she wanted the attention
to be on Shamelen, not her.

(A) 1 and 2

(B) 2 and 3

(C) 3 and 4

(D) 1 and 4

2 Which statement would be MOST important to include in a summary of the article?

(A) After speaking to D.C. Council members in February, Shamelen will next testify on Capitol Hill about
juvenile justice reform.

(B) After being sent to juvenile detention, Shamelen said she spent 30 days in solitary confinement
conditions with little recreation.

(C) There is a special program for people who want to take in teenagers that allows teens to interview
potential foster parents.

(D) There are opportunities for most juvenile offenders in group homes to visit family on weekends and
special occasions.

3 According to the article, why does Asante Laing think Shamelen has the potential to succeed as a role model and leader?

(A) because three colleges in nearby states have already accepted Shamelen

(B) because Shamelen's efforts have already sparked changes on the city council

(C) because Shamelen has a passion and a talent for speaking in front of others

(D) because many of the young girls in her program already look up to Shamelen

4 According to the article, which of the following MOST influenced Shamelen to stop running away and skipping school?

(A) the responsibility she learned while working at Starbucks

(B) the opportunity to speak out on behalf of the city's DYRS

(C) the connection she made with a police officer who fostered her

(D) the experience she had in a Virginia juvenile detention center
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Youth on every continent united in strikes to
demand climate action

Image 1. Climate protesters demonstrate in London, England, September 20, 2019. Protesters around the world joined rallies calling for
action against climate change ahead of a United Nations summit in New York City. Photo by: Frank Augstein/AP Photo

Young people from more than 150 countries skipped school in a show of unity on Friday,

September 20. It was part of another series of global climate protests. They urged world leaders to

act more quickly to combat climate change.

The protests started in Australia where an estimated 300,000 young people in the cities took to

the streets. Similar scenes soon began unfolding in towns and cities across the globe, from small

island nations such as Kiribati to booming cities like Mumbai, India. Protesters gathered in small

groups in Africa and in swelling masses in European capitals.

In London, England, thousands marched by the Houses of Parliament. Some held signs saying

"Winter is NOT coming" and "I'm taking time out of my lessons to teach you."

Martha Lickman, a 13-year-old Londoner, clutched a sign that read "Oceans are rising and so are

we."

By Washington Post, adapted by Newsela staff on 09.23.19
Word Count 992
Level 1040L
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"We're doing our bit, eating less meat, using less plastic," she said, "but it's still on the government

to do something."

Outside Washington, D.C., students at Montgomery Blair High School in Silver Spring, Maryland,

walked out of class. They prepared to meet other protesters near the Capitol building.

World Leaders Will Meet For Climate Summit

Police escorted students on a 50-minute walk to the nearest train station for the ride into the U.S.

capital. Maddie Graham, age 16, gripping a red-and-white megaphone, shouted with hundreds of

her classmates:

"Whose future?!"

"Our future!"

The protests had monumental turnout that stretched

across every continent. Still, it remains unclear

whether the high-profile demonstrations can

fundamentally alter the global forces contributing to

climate change. Can elected leaders be compelled to

make the difficult choices necessary to halt the world's

warming? Transformative change is precisely what

those behind Friday's marches have demanded. This

includes a swift shift away from fossil fuels toward

clean energy. It also includes halting deforestation,

protecting the world's oceans and embracing more

sustainable agriculture.

The strikes came three days before world leaders were set to gather at the United Nations (U.N.)

on September 23 for a much-anticipated climate summit. U.N. Secretary General António

Guterres has insisted countries promise to reach zero emissions by 2050. 

These promises could include reduced government funding for fossil fuels, such as oil and coal. It

could also mean halting the construction of coal-fired power plants. Carbon dioxide is created by

the burning of fossil fuels for energy. This causes more heat to get trapped in the atmosphere. 

"I told leaders not to come with fancy speeches, but with concrete commitments," Guterres said

last week.

Youth Put Pressure On Their Leaders

The U.N. summit will offer a key test of the world's nations. Many countries came together to sign

the Paris climate agreement in 2015. This meeting will show if the countries can actually follow

through on slashing carbon emissions as rapidly as scientists say is needed to avoid the worst

effects of climate change. 

The Paris agreement reached by nearly all of the world's countries in  France aimed to fight global

warming by cutting carbon emissions. 
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A generation of youth are also adding to the pressure to cut emissions. They are demanding that

leaders take the problem more seriously — and act more swiftly. The Friday demonstrations came

more than six months after hundreds of thousands of students staged a similar coordinated effort

to demand urgent action on climate change.

Among the largest of the protests was likely the one in New York City. It was led by 16-year-old

Swedish climate activist Greta Thunberg, who testified before U.S. Congress last week that nations

must take unheard of actions to cut their carbon emissions in the next 10 years.

"I am submitting this testimony because I don't want you to listen to me," she said. "I want you to

listen to the scientists. And I want you to unite behind the science. And then I want you to take

real action."

Protesters in climate-conscious Germany planned more than 500 events to mark the global

climate strike on Friday. The demonstrations in Germany come as Chancellor Angela Merkel's

government faces increasing public pressure. Germans want bold new laws to fight climate action

following heatwaves and protests dubbed Fridays for Future.

Germany's governing parties were holding a special meeting on Friday. The government is trying

to finalize a new set of climate protection laws.

Strike Events Planned In All 50 States

In Moscow, Russia, Arshak Makichyan is a 24-year-old violinist. He says he was inspired by Greta

to stage a one-man protest after the government rejected his request to hold a group

demonstration. "I thought climate change was just science, but Greta had the right words to

explain why it should worry all of us," he said. Russia, which has been hit hard by climate change,

ranks as the world's fourth-largest emitter of greenhouse gases after China, the U.S and India.

In Copenhagen, Denmark, several thousand people, most of them high-school-age, gathered.

People flew Danish flags that were green and white instead of red and white.

"I hope the politicians hear us. They don't really seem to be doing anything," said Albe Gils, age 18,

who skipped school.

In the U.S., strike organizers expected events in more than 1,100 locations in all 50 states. In San

Juan, Puerto Rico, strikers marked the second anniversary of Hurricane Maria, which scientists

say was made more destructive by climate change. 

The strikes were planned largely by teenagers, between soccer practices and homework. However,

a number of adults offered support. 

Public schools in New York City and Boston granted students permission to skip school for the

strikes. For students in other districts, more than 600 physicians signed a "doctor's note." The

permission slip reads: "Their absence is necessary because of the climate crisis."
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Quiz

1 Read the section "Strike Events Planned In All 50 States."

Select the paragraph from the section that explains how the community supported the young protesters.

(A) In Moscow, Russia, Arshak Makichyan is a 24-year-old violinist. He says he was inspired by Greta to
stage a one-man protest after the government rejected his request to hold a group demonstration. "I
thought climate change was just science, but Greta had the right words to explain why it should worry all
of us," he said. Russia, which has been hit hard by climate change, ranks as the world's fourth-largest
emitter of greenhouse gases after China, the U.S and India.

(B) In Copenhagen, Denmark, several thousand people, most of them high-school-age, gathered. People
flew Danish flags that were green and white instead of red and white.

(C) In the U.S., strike organizers expected events in more than 1,100 locations in all 50 states. In San Juan,
Puerto Rico, strikers marked the second anniversary of Hurricane Maria, which scientists say was made
more destructive by climate change.

(D) Public schools in New York City and Boston granted students permission to skip school for the strikes.
For students in other districts, more than 600 physicians signed a "doctor's note." The permission slip
reads: "Their absence is necessary because of the climate crisis."

2 Which section of the article BEST explains exactly what needs to be done to prevent further climate change?

(A) Introduction [paragraphs 1-6]

(B) "World Leaders Will Meet For Climate Summit"

(C) "Youth Put Pressure On Their Leaders"

(D) "Strike Events Planned In All 50 States"

3 Which of the following MOST influenced the climate change protests around the world?

(A) the lack of action taken by world leaders to address the causes of climate change

(B) the lifestyle changes that have occurred as a result of world leaders trying to fight climate change

(C) the collaboration of many different countries in creating and signing the Paris agreement

(D) the reaction of U.S. lawmakers after Greta Thunberg's testimony in front of Congress

4 How did the climate change protests affect Germany?

(A) The protests caused Germany's governing parties to agree to meet on climate change.

(B) The protests helped make Germans more conscious about climate change.

(C) The protests revealed that Germans want new laws to fight climate change.

(D) The protests placed Angela Merkel under pressure to sign the Paris agreement.
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